
Wooden tree
My personal project is mainly about us people and the trees.

I‘m sitting in my favourite café bar (Panter) and around me I see a lot of
wooden furniture.
For example the chair I‘m sitting on or the table I‘m leaning on and many other wooden objects, 
not to mention the paper I‘m writing on.

So wood is everywhere and for me wood is tree. I ask myself when does a tree become wood? Is it 
when it is being chopped down from its roots, or when we process it in smaller pieces?
We usually separate does two, tree and wood but we never see them together.
I think we have forgotten that trees and wood are one.

Wood is a material that we have not made, we just changed the form of it.
So because of this separation I think we are loosing the contact to our nature and it makes us 
sick and depressive. We do this kind of separation with other things too, for example animals 
that we eat but that‘s another long story.

I will stick to wood and trees and use them as an example to reconnect us with nature.
Specially in times like this, when the digital world we are living in makes the separation even 
bigger.

My sculptures show tree and wood together, its a mixture between branches and elaborated wooden 
pieces. The whole sculpture is made out of one tree and no screws or nails are needed to hold it 
together: it is one piece, just as the tree has grown.
The sculptures are not just to look at, I want people to touch and feel them, climb or just sit 
on them- or even carve in them.

On the last Stamp festival I worked with the public for the first time on one of my wooden sculp-
tures. Specially children enjoyed working with me and for most of them it was the first time they 
carved in wood. Seeing that happiness made me understand how important it is to get connected to 
the nature and not being separated from it like wood from tree, so back to the roots people!
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TITLE:
Wooden tree

SYNOPSIS:
Wooden tree sculptures shown and been made on the Festival

YOU HAVE MESSAGE TO BE SENT?
Back to the roots and reconnect us with nature.

ARTISTIC REFERENCE:
None

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINE FOR PUBLIC SPACE / REPRESENTATION FORM:
showing and working on wooden sculptures in the public space

SEDENTARY OR TRAVELLING:
Sedentary

DAY OR NIGHT:
Day and eventually night also

USE OF THE WORD DURING THE CREATION:
Yes

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE PROJECT:
1 to 4

TYPE OF PUBLIC:
Everyone

CAPACITY / NUMBER OF SPECTATORS EXPECTED:
The audience who will pass in the square

NEED / TIME / SPACE / MATERIEL / AREA ESTIMATED:
Need:            1 to 5 trees
Time:            10 to 14 days
Space:           a public space
Material:        just trees
Area estimated:  depends of the size of the sculpture

OTHER INFORMATION:
Wooden tree is 1 of the 4 personal projects that will be presented under the same
“containers frame”, which has been already experimented in Hamburg by the 4 senior
artists: Sofiane, Aziz, Emmanuele and me.



First draft
Sitting in my favourite café bar
having breakfast.



Carried on at home with some colours





Had to try it out if it works.





It could be this size or bigger.



Yes!!! or even much bigger so you can walk underneath it.






